Abstract. Let C(X) be the space of continuous functions on a compact T2-space X where each point of Jf is a Gs. If F: B -» C(X) is a biholomorphic (in the sense that F and F ~ ' are Fréchet differentiable) map of B = {/1 || /1| < 1} onto a convex domain with DF(0) = I, then F is Lorch analytic (i.e., DF(fXg) = afg for some a¡ e C(X)).
Introduction. In § §2-7, let F be a commutative Banach algebra over the complex numbers with identity (denoted by 1) and let 911 be the space of maximal ideals in R. Then 9H is a compact, F2-space where the topology is the weakest topology on 911 such that the Gelfand transformation x(M) of x is a continuous function on 911. Assume further that the Gelfand homomorphism of F into C(91t) is an isometry; i.e., ||x|| = sup{|x(M)| \M G 911} for all x G F. Let F = {x G F| ||jc|| < 1} and A = {z G C| |z| < 1}. If D is an open set in F, we say F: D -> R is F-analytic in D if for each x G D, there is F'(x) G F such that \\F(x + h)-F(x) -hF'(x)\\ hm -r-j--= 0 a^o || h\\ [11] . Thus it is clear that F-analytic functions are Fréchet differentiable. If F: B -> R is L-analytic in B, then for each x G B, F(x) = 2^=0 ^n*" where a" G F and the series converges uniformly on ||jc|| < p < 1 [7, Theorems in V, then we say that F is locally bianalytic in B. If F is univalent (one-to-one) and locally bianalytic in B, we say that F is bianalytic in B. If F is L-analytic in B, then for each M G 911, there is an associated holomorphic function FM: A -h. C defined by FM(z) = F(zl)(M) for all z G A. If F(x) = 2"_! a"x" is F-analytic in 5, then we write F(x)/x for the F-analytic function S~=1a"x"_1. Proof. For each t G 7, F(x, 0 satisfies Schwarz' Lemma [17, Theorem A] so || V(x, OH < ||jc|| for all x G F. For all Af G 91t and all x G B, | FM (x(A/), 01 -| V(x, t)(M)\ < || V(x, OH < ||*l|.
For z G A, the choice x = zl shows that K^-, 0 satisfies Schwarz' lemma. Now letting z = x(M), we have \(V(x, t)/x)(M)\ = |FM(x(M), t)/x(M)\ < 1 (where the limit value is to be taken when x(M) = 0) and taking the maximum over all M G 91t, we have || V(x, t)/x\\ < 1. Hence, x-V(x,t) 1 -\\V(x,t)/x\\
Re-(M) >-----> 0 for all t G 7.
The lemma follows. Example 1. Let X = {1, 2, ...,«} with the discrete topology. Then C(X) = C" with the multiplication (ax, a2, . . . , a") • (bx, b2, ■ . . , oj = (0,0,, a2è2, . . . , a"b") and the unit ball B is the polydisk {(z,, z2, . . . , z"): |z-| < 1, 1 < j < «}. Therefore, L-analytic functions on F are functions F(z,, z2, . . . , z") = (F,(z,), F^ij), . . . , F"(z")) where each /J is analytic in the unit disk A. There are n maximal ideals Mx, M2, . . . , Mn in C(X) given by Mj = {(z" z2, . . . , z") G C: zy. = 0}. It follows that U = (Ux, U2, . . ., U"): B -> C has positive real part if and only if Re U/.ZJ) > 0 whenever |z-| < 1 (where it is assumed that U is F-analytic in B). Note that if U has positive real part, then zU is in the class ÍP defined in [15] . Lemma 2.3. Let F: B -h> R be bianalytic in B. Let G: B X I -+ R be L-analytic for each t G 7, G(x, 0) = F(x),for each x G F, G(0, 0 = F(0)for each t G 7, and G(B, t) c F(B) for each t G 7. If lim,^0+(G(x, 0) -
where U has positive real part in B.
Proof. We will show that V(x, t) = F~x(G(x, t)) satisfies Lemma 2.1. Fix x G B, x t^ 0, and expand G (x, t) about x,
where \\K(y, x)\\/\\y -x\\ -+0as \\y -*|| ->0. Therefore,
and the lemma follows by Lemma 2.2.
To show that K(V(x, t), x)/t -+ 0 as t^>0+, observe that \\(x -V(x, t))/t\\ is bounded as t ->0+; otherwise, for some sequence {t"}, t"^>0 and \\(x -V(x, /"))//"|| -* oo. In this case,
But this implies that F'(x) is a generalized divisor of zero which contradicts the L-analyticity of F ~ '. Thus we have shown 
/or all t > 0 and all x E B where 8 = min{Re P(0)(M)\M G 91t}.
Proof. The proof of the existence and uniqueness of the solution is covered in [12] . If (1) holds, then the solution can be continued to obtain a solution for all t > 0. The univalence of solution follows from the uniqueness of the solution, and the L-analyticity of V(x, t) in B for each t > 0 follows from the equilocal boundedness of the successive approximations Vm(x, t) of V(x, t) and Theorem 8.4.3 [6, p. 272] .
We now show (1). For each M G 91t, V(t)(M) is the solution of the initial value problem du/dt-uPM(u), u(0) = V(0)(M) = x(M).
and (1) follows. and, hence, FM is starlike for each M G 91t.
Conversely, if FM is starlike for every M G 91t, then for fixed x G F, the function V(x, t) = F~l(e~'F(x)), defined near t = 0, satisfies the initial value problem 3F(*10 = dt
Set P(w) = F(w)/wF'(w) for all w G B. By hypothesis, F G ^ and so by which has a unique solution W (t) = F(xi)e~' for t > 0. Since F(xx) = F(x2), WXi(t) = WX2(t) for t > 0. Since Wx(t)^0 as r -> +oo, and since F has a local inverse in an open neighborhood of 0, Vx(t) = VX2(t) for all t > M > 0. Then FX|(0 = VXi(t) for all t > 0; in particular, x, = Vx¡(0) = VX2(0) = x2 and F is univalent in F. Example 1. Let F: B -* F be given by FLx) = x(l -ax)~2 where ||<z|| < 1. Let M G 91t and set a(M) = a. Then |a| < 1 and FM(z) = z/(l -etzf, which is known to be starlike. Therefore F is starlike. If X = {1, 2, . . . , n] so that C(X) = C = R, F has the form
where |a,| < 1,1 < j < n.
Example 2. Other choices for F: B ^ R that will make F starlike are
7-1 where each a, > 0 and 2y°l, a, < 2 with ||ay|| < 1 for each/.
4. Convex functions. In C, if/(z) = 2^_, anz", a, ^ 0, is holomorphic in A, then / is convex in A if /(A) is a convex domain. This is equivalent to Re(l + zf "(z)/f '(z)) > 0 for all z G A. We will define convex functions in F and relate them to convex functions in C. Proof. Assume F is convex in B. Set G(x, t) = ~(F(e'v'x) + F(e '^'x)) and apply Lemma 2.3. Expanding F(e±'^'x) about x, we have i(F(e'V'x) + F(e-'V'X))
+ |jt2F"(*)(cos 2y/t -2 cosy/t + 1) + o(t).
Therefore,
where (/ has positive real part. Equating coefficients, we conclude that U(0) = \l and so U G <3). This means
Suppose FM is convex in A for each M G 91t and let x, y G TL = {* Ĝ 1 11*11 < r}> r < 1-Since FM is univalent, F is bianalytic in F. Let K(0 = F~](tF(x) + (1 -0F (7)). Then for all M G 91t,
Since FM is convex in |z| < r, |K(0(A7)| < r. Choose M G 91t such that II ^(011 = I V(t)(M)\ < r and the convexity of F follows.
Example, (i) x(\ -ax)~x when \\a\\ < 1 is convex.
(ii) log[(l + x)(l -x)~x] is convex.
5. Close-to-convex functions. In C, a holomorphic function /: A -» C is said to be close-to-convex in A if there is a convex function g: A -> C such that Re(/ '(z)/g'(z)) > 0 for all z G A. In [9] , it is shown that every close-toconvex function is univalent. We define close-to-convex functions in F and show that every close-to-convex function in F is univalent. Compare [13] and [17] . + (1 -t) 
so the desired result follows. Example, (i) F(x) = x(l -ax)(l -x)~2 is close-to-convex in B where ||a -~l\\ < j because FM(z) is known to be close-to-convex for every M G 91t.
(ii) Every starlike function is close-to-convex. (iii) Every convex function is close-to-convex.
6. Spirallike functions. In C, if f(z) = 2"_i a"z", ax ^ 0, is holomorphic in A, then / is spirallike in A if Re(e~iazf'(z)/f(z)) > 0 for all z G A where a G ( -it/2, it/2). If /is spirallike in A, then/is univalent in A [14] . We will define spirallike functions in F and prove that they are also univalent in B.
Definition 6.1. Suppose F(x) = 2"=1 a"x" is locally bianalytic in B. We say that F is spirallike in B if there exists a G F such that Re a(M) > 0 for all M G 91t and U G <$ such that
for all* G F where --= 2 a"*"_1 . Since our proof uses Lemma 2.3, and therefore is shorter than Theorem 2 [5] , we will give our proof.
Proof. Since F(B) is $-like, for each x G F, let Wx(t) be the unique solution of dw/dt = -$(w>), w(0) = F(x) where $(w) = wP(w), P G 9(F(B)). Since F is bianalytic in F, set Vx(t) = F~x(Wx(t)) for all t > 0. Then ^(0) = x and nK(O)VxC) = Wx(t) = -Wx(t)P(Wx(t)) = -F(Vx(t))P(F(Vx(t))) for all t > 0. Letting t = 0, we have -F'(x)Vx(0) = ®(F(x)). To show that -Vx(0) = xU(x) for some U <E 9, let G(x, t) = Wx(t) = F(Vx(t)) in By the induction assumption H(au)(u', k"~')(x0) = 0 and 77(aw + eu)(u!, k"-')(x0) = 0 for small |e| > 0. Hence DH(au)(u)(ul,kn-')(x0)
,. 77(a« + eu)(ul, k"-')(x0) -H(au)(u', k"-')(x0) = hm -= 0.
e->o e
On the other hand,
Since H(au)(u', k"~') G C(X) and vanishes at x0, the first term is zero when evaluated at/ = aw and (u',kn~l) and *0 by Lemma 8.4. Hence
which is the result for / + 1 and n + 1. 
If we use uf, instead of/, the same v works for uf and we have F(uf)(x0) = F(vuf)(x0). Since vu can be used instead of v for /, we have F(/)(*0) = F(ük/)(*0) and hence F(/)(x0) = F(uf)(xQ).
Lemma 8.7. 7//, g G F swcA that f(x0) = g(x0), iAen F(f)(x0) = F(g)(x0). 
Since e can be made arbitrarily small, F(f)(x0) = F(g)(x0). We can now prove Theorem 8.1. Proof. Let /, g G F and x0 G X. For small |a|, we have that / + ag, /+ ag(x0)l G C(X) and agree at x0; therefore, by Lemma 8.7, F(/ + agXxo) = F(/+ ag(*o)l). Therefore,
Since x0 is arbitrary, we have DF(f)(g) = gDF(f)(1); i.e., F is L-analytic in This example shows that Theorem 5 [5] is false. F is univalent and
